Data acquisition is the first step in the analysis of data processing, and collecting high quality data is vital for subsequent data processing and analysis. This aspect of work focuses much more on data consistency than reducing noisy data and improving accuracy, which can be a direction of further research work.
Storage of Big Data. The traditional mode of storing cannot bear big data. Before the age of big data, the efficiency of relational database can totally meet the fundamental requirements for the volume of GB level, but when data progressively grow, its extensibility disadvantage becomes be more obvious. Therefore, in the era of data explosion, the new way of data storage, i.e. distributed file system is applied to handle this change. Since big data has sparse and high-dimensional traits, and data analysis tasks use relatively fewer fields, column storage possesses larger space compressibility and stands more efficient than row storage [8] . [9] Proposes a row-column hybrid data storage structure to solve problems of fast loading of massive data, shortening the query-response time, and efficiently using the disk space, which currently becomes a de facto standard of distributed storage.
At present there have been many effective methods of big data storage research, which to a certain extent solve the conflicts of increasingly massive data and relatively limited storage space. However, with varied data structures, certain inadequacies remain especially in the concurrent quick storage and management of structured and unstructured data, therefore, follow-up research and further discussion are necessarily needed to accommodate the development of big data storage with complex structure.
Data Mining. Data analysis is dependent on the data mining and big data is no exception. Data mining is a process of acquiring interesting patterns and knowledge from mass data; data sources including the database, data warehouse, Web, and other information repositories or the data dynamically flowing into the system. Data mining itself is not a new technique. Though the 10 existing classic algorithms are presented in Fig. 1 , unfortunately, these algorithms cannot be directly applied in the field of big data, as big data is usually stored by the distributed file system in the form of key/value pairs, and the way of reading and calculation is distinct from traditional methods. Big data has several key traits, including large heterogeneous structures, different data sources, distributed and dispersed control, complex and constant changing, and knowledge association, etc.. [10] Provides HACE theorem and the big data processing model from the perspective of data mining. The data mining of big data primarily needs a high performance computing platform, which allows fully exploiting the potential of big data; secondly, data mining method is discussed from data, model and system level. For the multi-source and heterogeneous characteristics, [11] describes the Tree-based Association Rules (TARs) to extract useful information from semi-structured documents. [12] Introduces an Analytics-as-a-Service (AaaS) tool for unstructured data, which implements extracting themes and keywords from unstructured data sources, applying the concurrent search and linear search, accomplishing macro tasks with filtering and tagging methods.
Data mining techniques hold an important place in the era of big data. How to combine the original algorithms or interdisciplinary approaches in order to find proper data mining methods should be the direction of the future development. It is especially need to establish models pertinently in this field, and data mining will have a wide space of development in the future.
Machine Learning. Currently, machine learning problems concerning large-scale data widely exist, but since many of the existing machines learning algorithms are based on memory, while big data cannot be loaded into the computer memory, herein these algorithms cannot be directly process big data. How to put forward new algorithms to meet the requirement of big data processing is one of the hot research directions in the era of big data.
The traditional statistical machine learning method Support Vector Machine (SVM) has two bottlenecks when used in big data classification: (1) compute-intensive, hardly used in large-scale data sets; (2) predictions of fitting model the robust and non-parametric confidence interval are usually unknown. For these problems, [13] provides an online learning algorithm for SVM, dealing with the classification problem of inputting data in sequence. This algorithm is faster and uses fewer support vectors, and has better generalization capacity. How to better apply the classification algorithms to big data environment or improve strategies accordingly becomes the main direction.
Challenges
Data Storage Capacity Problem of Big Data. The development of information technology unceasingly increases the quantity of channels of data production. With the popularity of the Internet and mobile devices and the rise of social networks, data presents a state of blowout. In order to deal with the increasingly huge amounts of data and growingly complex data structures, many companies are working on distributed file systems and distributed parallel database to adapt to the big data era. Designing reasonable hierarchical storage architecture becomes the key of information system.
The Security and Privacy of Big Data. With the development of big data, data analysis is used more widely in various fields. Data contains the records of various behavioral details and even sensitive information, such as spatial and temporal information, consumption habits, etc. For governments, data protection also belongs to the realm of national security, so it is particularly important to ensure big data security and privacy, but traditional data protection methods cannot meet this need.
Information volume and privacy of data is contradictory, and no desirable methods have been found. Meanwhile, a large number of security problems also need settling, such as safety of distributed computing, security of data storage and log management, compulsive access control, etc., which are also the important direction of the future studies of big data.
The Big Data Platform Architecture. Big data platform is to organically integrate the data from different channels, different sources and different structures. Large scale, various types, quick fluidity, dynamic system and great value of the big data is the key consideration of constructing big data platform. Currently the non-relational analysis techniques of non-relational database represented by Map Reduce and Hardtop have been widely applied in the field of big data analysis due to its perfect scale-up capability, which has become the mainstream of big data processing techniques. Presently Spark of Berkeley is open source cluster computing system based on memory computing scalability. Instead of the disadvantages of Map Reduce, i.e. the large amount of network transmission and the low efficiency caused by disk I/O, Spark provides API with much higher layers than Hadoop, which causes the same algorithm's operating speed 10-100 times faster in Spark than in Hadoop. Spark's characteristic of efficiently processing distributed data sets enables it to possess a good applying prospect. Even so, Map Reduce and Hardtop still remain unsatisfactory in terms of performance, and distributed parallel algorithms of low complexity and high parallelism still need to be developed and updated according to the practical application, to achieve more efficient and practical data analysis techniques.
Conclusion and Expectation
There is no doubt that big data era has come. This paper illustrates the concept of big data, its 4V characteristics and applying status, introduces its key techniques and analyzes the challenges that we are facing. In general, the development of big data is still in its infancy, and has great space and potential to explore. How to obtain the useful information from massive, sparse and high dimensional data, and how to efficiently deal with big data remains to be explored and discovered.
